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The new housing contracts, designed to save students money,
went into effect this Fall. The contracts offered to students
include a choice between the quarterly contract and an academic
year co~tract.
The prices charged on the two types of contracts are widely
varied. The academic year contract can save a student up to $241
in one academic year of school. The reason the prices are so
different is because when a person signs up for a yearly contract, it
is easier for. housing to prepare their budget; they can plan on a
certain number of people being in the dorm each quarter.
"It gives us a much more solid handle on the number of people in
the residence halls," said Jim Hollister, director of housing
services. The longer the term of residence, the lower the rates
housing can offer, according to Hollister.
The contracts, which were signed by about 80 percent of the
approximated 1,785 living on campus, are primarily signed by
freshmen and sophomores. Students should sign up for the
contracts only if they are sure they are going to be on campus the
entire year. Freshmen and sophomores, who are required by
campus policy to live on campus unless they are 21 years of age,
should sign up for the academic year. According to Hollister,
"They don't have any reason not to."
Upperclassmen who decide .to live on campus should consider all
the alternatives before signing up for the academic year. Anyone
who is planning to move off campus during that year should not
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sign up for the yearly contract. If a student is not sure where tie
wants to live, he should sign up for the quarterly contract until he
makes a definite decision.
The housing contracts are legal and binding contracts. When a
student sugns a contract, they must fullfill the obligations or pay
the penalties. when a student breaks his housing contract, he is
required to pay the university three dollars per day for the
remainder of the unexpired portion of the contract not to exceed
$240 for breech of contract.
. If a student were to drop out of school or move ott campus, they
would be violating their yearly contract and would thus have to
pay for breech of contract. Students who signed up for the
academic year and who are involved in academic programs such as
Gption C and the exchange programs would not have to worry.
about being in violation of their yearly contract.
For those students who find themselves in the situation of
having a yearly contract and deciding they don't want to or can't
afford to live in the dorms, there is another alternative. They can
sell their contract to.another student. A bulletin board is provided
in the housing office for those students wishing to sell their
contracts.
Students who did not sign up for academic year contracts and
would like to before Winter quarter have two options: they can
sign up for the Winter and Spring quarter in the housing office or
they can buy someone else's contract.
During the regular course of the year, housing charges the
largest amount during Fall quarter. The residents pay 45 percent
of the total bill Fall quarter. If a student were to buy another
student's contract, they would only be paying during the rest of
that academic year, 55 percent of the total bill.
Students, when purchasing the same contract from housing,
would have to pay 66 percent of the total bill because there is still
two-thirds of the acad~mic year remaining.
According to Hollister, t:-~e students selling their contracts could
make a deal with the students purchasing their contract to try to
get some of the 45 percent that they spent, back. Many of the ·
offers that are now posted on the bulletin board in the housing
office are offering special deals to people who will buy their
contracts because they are having a really hard time trying to sell
them.

Tuition: just who gets how Dluch?
by Lawrence Breer
With the threat of yet another
increase in the tuition that
students here at Central must pay
to become educated, it may be
worthwhile to examine the dollars
paid and see just where they go.

Ramp:

Students pay only a fraction of
the cost of their education.
There was a time when the
tuition collected by Washington
colleges was kept in the college
coffers and paid out by the college
to m_e et its obligations. That is

not the current practice. Tuitions
collected are now forwarded to ttie
state and the state reapportions
them to the colleges with. added
fundsi For example, last y.ear,
Central sent $2,228,309 in collected tuitions.
In return the·

Work on handicap.p ed facilites
under cold weather construction

The improvement of facilities
and programs for the handicapped
·a t Central is in full swing. Nearly
two million dollars has been set
aside by the University sp'ecifically for the purpose of making the
physical and academic way of life
at Central more accessible to
handicapped persons.
The monies were allocated by
Central's Board of Trustees after a
request to the Board was
approved by Central President
Donald Garrity. Garrity strongly
urged approval of the funding
request, and said that even with
the allocation only the . basic
requirements and regulations for
providing services to the handicapped would be fulfilled.
Some of the services being
initiated with the monies include
providing a service center .coordinator, an interpreter for the
deaf, student aides as readers and
interpreters, special equipment
such as a brailler, cassette
recorders, and phones which are
easily accessible for the wheelchair. restricted handi~pped.
Building facility improvements
include elevators, toilets with
CONSTRUCTION-Two Physical Plant employees have spent the wider stalls, fountains installed at
last few weeks of cold winter weather outdoors, constructing lower heights, signs, alarms and
handicap access ramps on the east side of the SUB. [Photo by Mary . more ramps to enter buildings on
campus.
Fridlund) .

state sent Central $18,634,370 in
Students paid $3,192,707 for
operating funds. Students are housing and food contracts for the
paying only 12 percent of the cost year beginning July 1, 1977 and
of their education.
ending June 30, 1978. $45,836.18
That, however, is not the whole was taken in from the sale of
picture. Of the monies collected in parking lot decals and t he
tuition. not all goes to the state to proceeds from the temporary
be given back to the colleges.
ticket machines. About 14,000 of
Some of it stays right here.
this goes to parking lot mainteMore simply stated, consider nance and $5,000 goes to salarir->r.
the standard $206 paying full-time of those that check parking·
student.
About 127 of those permits and issue tickets.
dollars go to the State.
The
Total income for Central during
remaining $79 is divided locally in the aforementioned year wH.s
· the following fashion. Tw.enty-five $28,324,541. while the total exdollars goes to tuition bonds- penses were $26,390,520.
these are bond issues that were
Joe Antonich, the acting conused to finance the construction of troler said that the college
dormitories. Lastly, $29 goes to financial records are public rethe Associated Students of Central cords and can be inspected by any
to be dolled out to their various interested party. He said that no
accounts. The ASC uses the $29 to . persons would be denied access to
buy a lot of things for you, among the records as long as droves of
them is this newspaper and the people did not show up at one
ASC Movie of the Week.
time.

Baker sues trustees
Central Washington University
professor, Kenneth Baker is suing
the university board of trustees
for upholding his transfer to the
Tri-Cities.
The associate professor of
education was transferred from
Central's Puget sound area offcampus program this fall.
According to his attorney,
Ronald E. Farley of Seattle, Baker
feels the transfer was a breach of
his contract with the university.
Farley said that the transfer
was "allegedly required" because
of a drop in student enrollment in
Central's program in Western
Washington.
According to the lawsuit, filed
drlier l~st ,. eek in Kittitas
Superior Court, the tra_nsfer was a

disciplinary action aimed at
bringing BakeT into "Closer
physical proximity to other Central administrators."
Claiming that the transfer wa.s a
violation of his rights under the
' faculty code, Baker states h0 was
· not allowed the same privileges
· of other professors and was
. "deprived of the right of eq ud
: protection."
·
Baker also claim '
other
· Central faculty we ·
,.; t he
job but were allow
uecline.
In his suit, B:>
J emands a
·reversal of the trustee's action. his
return to the west side to teach
upper division <b ... 6 -.. ·aduate level
courses. ~ · ·j reimbursment for all
·costs i1 ·red in the lawsuit.
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Safety tips on winter driving
The SAFETY Center of Central is very concerned about the
hazards of winter driving. Students and faculty can reduce the
potentials of most of these hazards by following a few easy tips:
To see and be seen is very important. Clear the glass of all ice and
snow, not just peepholes. Snow should also be cleared from the
hood and top to prevent blocking the view. Operate the heater and
defroster a few minutes before you drive. Clear your headlights
too.
Anticipate stops and slow down gradually when approaching
intersections. · They _can be unexpectedly slippery because of a
polishing effect that stopping and going has on snow and. ice.
Never jam on the brakes on a slippery surface, you'll lock the
wheels and go into a skid. If you do skid it's best to slowly take
your foot from the gas and steer in the direction the rear of the car
is skidding. When the car is under control use your brake~
carefully.
·
.
Warming weather makes ice twice as slippery because it's wet.
If you hit an unexpected ice patch, ease up on the gas and roll
through.
If you get stuck in the snow, try a rocking motion of the car.
This will help clear the snow from the tires. Avoid racing the
engine and spinning, this will only dig you in deeper or cause
· .
.
overheating and transmission failure. '

Arne Randall Sch~larship
A $300.00 annual scholarship was recently established by Mrs.
Arne Randall in memory of her late husband. It is open to
students majoring in Art Education with the intention of going
into teaching. The late Arne Randall, brother of Central's Art
Professor Emeritus Reino Randall, served in the field of education
as a teacher, principal, superintendant of schools and university
professor. He was an author of several books as well as Fine Arts
Specialist with HEW in the late 50's.
Criteria upon which the recipient will be judged include merit
and financial need.
Interested applicants have until January 15, 1979 to apply to the
Office of Financial Aid. A committee of Art and Education faculty
will make the selection.

Kamola Hall to open
Another residence hall has been added to ttie options students
now have for Winter Quarter. Kamola Hall has been partially
re-opened for student residency.
Gary Kane, director of residence living, said they were
offering this choice in response to a student survey taken last year.
Kamola will be a very strict living environment for the serious
studiers. Quiet hours at a minimum will be 7 p.m. to 7 a.m.
Visitation by outside people will also be kept to a minimum.
Rooms will be available to both males and females who will be
housed on separate wings or floors. There will also be no parties in
students' rooms or lounge~.
According to Kane, housing is trying 'to meet all of the students'
needs. It is not known how many people will want to live in
Kamola next quarter, but even if there are only a few students,
Kamola will be available.

Fire calls
Ellensburg firefighters·responded to a pair of calls Sunday, first
to a false malicious alarm at the Stephens-Whitney dormitories on
the Central Washington University campus about 3:20 a.m., then
to a dumpster fire at 3:50 a.m. behind Barto Hall ont the Central
campus. There was no reported damage.

Mexican Studies-at full capacitY
More than 60 students showed
up in the L&L building for an
orientation before the students
will depart for their studies in
Mexico. International Program
Director, Dr. Dieter Bomboy has
re-established access for Central
students to participate the cultural

Thoughts For the Santa in Your Life ...
What'11 it be this Christmas: this year's fad gadget, soon
to be laid aside, or something you'll use and enjoy from first
snowfall 'f.il the trees bud, through season after season?
Here are two exceptional sy~tem values,either of which you
could have now or pick up in January. It may be worth a
quick call home. Think about it ... you'll not do better
anywhere; and we're right here to serve you I
CENTREX"

List $375

b)tPIONEER

NOW

-A compact
worth hearing!

$249

Fits most
rooms and
most budgets!

(Includes 2 year
limited warranty.)

"Compact" because the record changer is mounted
a top the Centrex AH-711 om/fm receiver, this system
boosts 3-woy, full-size speakers and definitely full~size
sound!
a~

ADVENT

llri1f1111 O YAMAHA
December Trustee meeting
The Central Washington University Board of Trustees will be ·
asked to approve tentatively a five percent increase in residen~e
hall and food service rates during their regular meeting December
8, on the university campus.
The tentative rate increase for the residence hall students
during the academic year is $75. The increase in the apartment
rentals would be $10 per month. These rate increases would be
effective starting summer 1979 according to Wendell Hill, director
of Auxiliary Services. Hill has indicated that the rate increase and
provisions of the proposal meet federal guidelines set by President
Carter.
The trustees are being asked to act early on setting tentative
housfog rates to accommodate requests by new students applying
to. Central. Previously, housing rates were set as late as May by
the trustees. As part of the proposal, the university, with board
approval, will be able to adjust housing and food service rates by
another two percent to balance operating budgets if needed. The
final rates approved would be no higher than an 'additional two
percent, or a total increase of seven percent, according to Hill.
Othe"' .'.lR'enda items for the board include resolutions which will
align ;;;,~. ·' ;pJ faculty and administrative appointments under the
authority .:>f the president.
Major personnel matters the board will consider include
reappointm·ents of faculty in their third or more year of service.
In other action, bids for a passenger elevator to be installed for
handicapped access to Shaw-Smyser Hall will be presented to the
board for review and approval.

exchange program provided by which will allow them to experilnstitutio Cultural Technochitlan ence a transcultural exchange in a
(!CT). ICT offers programs in personal manner. Students have
Morelia and Mazatlan. A major the option to enroll in a wide .
emphasis of the program's goals is variety of classes which instruct
to immerse students in the students in the socio-cultural
Mexican Culture. Many students . history of the Mexican nation.
will live with Mexican families
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the most expensive Advents, at much lower cost! Clean,
pure power from the Yamaha CR-220 am/fm receiver,
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Police following lead

Bomb threat sta.lls classes
by Dave Adams
A fake bomb threat led to the
discontinuation of morning classes
and the closing of the Psychology
building early last Friday.
The telephoned bomb threat
was received by the secretary for
the Psychology department at 8:55
a.m. and the building was
evacuated by all students and staff
minutes later. Over 200 people
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•
•

•
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were evacuated.
Secretary Clo Ann Ulrich said
that a very soft spoken woman's
voice said, "This is to inform you
that within the hour four sticks of
dynamite will go off in your
building."
Within minutes after the build- .
ing was clear, Campus Police
Chief, Dolf Brickley and several
members of the campus police

quickly searched the building.
Undersheriff for Klickitat
County, Joe Churchill, on leave for
further college study, volunteered
his services in bomb defusing.
Churchill's services were not
needed. No bomb was ~iscovered.
The bomb threat interrupted
three exams that were scheduled
for 9 a.m..
There was some
speculation that the bomb hoax
was made by a student who did not
want to take one of the tests.
However, no university official
would comment.
As the building was being
evacuated, one student, joyful in
an early release from classes
yelled, "Blow baby, blow."
The town h~ll meetings will However, the majority of students
start at 7 p.m. beginning with the and staff quickly and quietly left
Many
introduction of local Republicah the building and area.
leaders. The meetings will also classes resumed in the SUB.
At noon the Psychology building
feature the Republican National
Committee's presentation, "A was reopened and at 1 p.m. classes
Close Encounter in Political resumed.
Later that afternoon, Chief
Survival," followed by open
discussion of topics ranging from . Brickley said they were working
"Building
the
Grassroots . on a small lead. He said they knew
Strength" to "What should the the call was made from a pay
Republican State Committee be phone and not a campus phone,
and that the campus police would
doing in the next two years?"
have ~omething more definite by
A group of' students from midnight.
By Saturday afternoon the
Central will be attending the
meeting. Interested students Campus Police had no one in
should contact Scott Mueggler custody and were continuing their
today or tomorrow in the Central trace of the 15 second call as well
as Friday morning's class atten-eolitical Science department.
Since space is limited, those dance.
The Psychology building houses
willing to help with transportation
Psychology,
to. this meeting are especially five departments:
Child Study Center, Ethnic Studencouraged to. contact Scott soon.
The group from Central, .which is ies, Political Science, and Law and
to be comprised of press and Justice.
Construction on the concrete
politically active students is primarily non-partisan and will structure was completed in 1973
attempt to create some insights and-is one of the campus's largest
buildings.
into the political process.

GOP chairinan sets
sights for 1980 election
Ken Eikenberry, Republican
State Chairman, will appear at a
regional town hall meeting Monday, December 11, 1978 in Yakima
at the Towne Plaza Inn. The
meeting is designed to allow an
exchange of ideas from Republicans across Washington to evaluate the 1978 elections and prepare
for 1980.
Chairman Eikenberry, in announcing the meeting stated,
"1978 was a tremendous year for
the Republican Party in Washington. We made gains in the county
courthouses, experienced tremendous successes in tho Legislature,
and Republican Congressional
candidates received the highest
state-wide percentage vote in a
decade."
"Republicans understand this
. responsibility," Eikenberry continued, "and in order to truly
represent the people at the State
level, we have sclieduled these
town hall meetings to involve as
many Republicans and interested
citizens as possible in our planning
for 1980."

Here
and There
by:

Iain eternally surprised by the student or faculty member who
is content with nothing more. Their gratification comes from
performing only the minimum that is required. Beyond that there
seems to exist a somnolence that cannot be penetrated even with
the threat of being known as mediocre and the receipt of marginal
grades.
I concede that there are times when the human spirit can cope
no more-time has run out of the drive and verve of the beginning
days and weeks is waning. There is no disgrace in ebbing,
especially when one has placed full power behind the load, and now
finds himself out of strength.
There is disrepute, though, in having never tried.
The
pervasive question is, why do people come to an institution of
higher learning with the idea that they can become something,
with only the transmission of lower effort? I can make room for
those that do not want to be here in the first place, having taken a
student's role to satisfy someone else. I wish cheers and courage
to those who have bitten off more than they can chew and now find
themselves spread so thin that they can only alternate from one
task to another, completing as much of the assignment as possible
before another priority arises. I offer my heart to those whose
packs are made heavier by sickness, tragedy or debilitating
circumstance. To the slacker I offer whips and scorn and a ticket home on the most expedient conveyance.
Limp students or teachers have no right jo be in the system of
higher learning. Their flaccid minds plug up the conduit and cause
extra effort-especially for the energetic, who must sift through
their whines to reach those who know well why they are her~.
I am quick to point that the fault does not always lie within the
student. This limp sort of attitude can gPOW on a mind if it is not
carefully defended. The fault can be the classroom (too noisy), the
instructor (the students will probably reflect his/her attitude), the
study material and texts (some is yak-yak didactic junk). Mostly
thoug.h, a student can rise above all that becoming a role model for
other students and gathering in their appreciation. It has never
been out of style to impress the teacher, either.

of Directors
4 and 5 are open
Closing date

Lawrence Breer

Dec. 12th

Ca1npaign packets availaJlle in the
SUB info booth or ASC Office.
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Co1n1nentary and Opinion
Tension 1nakes the headlines

Crier's view
More grades than learning
It is the end of another quarter and the begnning of yet another
finals week. For students, it means long nights memorizing facts
and figures that will be forgotten the next day, the writing of last
minute term papers, and drinking of gallons of coffee.
For the professors look it is another week of headaches. -Not
only do they have to write the tests to be given, but they also have
to read and grade them under a pressing deadline.
•
Finals week is a time for getting and giving the beloved or
cursed , grade. And that says quite a bit about ~r education
system. Seldom does a student strive for the improvement of his
intellectual abilities, and it is now ' to the point that many
professors, so bogged down with class loads, are merely going
through the motions. Neither student or professor is to blame.
That is the system.
The system, for those who are not aware, rides a vicious tide.
Those with the best grades get the best honors; those with the
best honors get the best jobs; and those with the best jobs get
more money and prestige. Maybe it is all worth it and then again
maybe it isn't, that is for the individual to decide. The sad aspect
about this whole system of grading and education is that the
primary directive, getting an education, is forgotten and replaced
with getting the grade. And it looks like t~e system, like most
systems, won't change for quite a while.

Make it easy on yourself
this year .....

by Harold Lane
What is the easiest thing about
work? Paradoxically, it's the thing
In my
you get paid to do.
experience, for example, my
duties as an employee have been
~joyable, interesting, and challenging. That's true of both the
menial jobs I've held in the past
and the more creative efforts I'm
involved with now.
What irritates me-what makes
work a pain in vario.us parts of my
body-is the squabbling. To call it
corporate politics is to insult every
poli-sci major on campus.
Remarks made in jest become
massive insults, incorrect wording
becomes a case of sabotage, and
minor administrative changes
loom as usurpations of power.
Readers of this newspaper may be
familiar with the details of some
incidents. However, the full
scope of slights and humiliations
has not been publicized; what one
reads about is only a few
highlights of a symphony of
masochism. Writing a column in
this atmosphere is disconcerting,
it's like living in a giant machine
where the gears don't mesh.
I don't believe it's my place to
judge the merits of each side in
these controversies. To be honest,
I think most of them are of no
importance. But it saddens me to
see such disagreement persist, and
it also mystifies me. First of all, ·
the people involved are usually
intelligent, ·well-meaning individuals.
Second, I've known
workplaces where this madness
didn't exist. So, why do the people

in administrative positions here
continue to claw at each other'? It
puzzled me for awhile, but no
longer. I've found an answer, and
a solution.
It all began when I read a book
on China written by actress
Shirley· MacLaine.. It seems that ·
part of the administrative structure requires that the heads of
hierarchies-their Board of Directors, if you will-go out and take
menial positions periodically.
Plant the rice, shovel manure, fix
the farm tools-fun stuff like that.
By the same token, those who
ordinarily fertilized and planted
and repaired, occasionally took
positions of responsibility. This
seemed strange to me, especially
in a rigid, totalitarian society like
Red China's. I would've guessed
that no one would be able to mix it
up like that.
That connected with my own
experience at the Forest Service.
It's been almost two years since I
quit my job at the Supervisor's
Office in Wenatchee, but I still
remembe.r how pleasant it was towork there. There were personality differences, true, but generally things went well, and people
were basically satisfied with each
other.
I grew to realize that the Forest
Service had a system similar to
China's. When a forest fire
started, the administrative hierarchy became more fluid, - more
flexible. At times-in order to put
the fire out-the ordinary chain of
command nearly disappeared.

Now it's coinic book alcoholism
by: Scott Mueggler

S~e our wide selection of

clothing for every family
member,
and visit our unique
gift department.

J

'J

,

probably the best insult yet to be
leveled at the English Department, and at the alleged intelligence of the student body.
A booklet is being produced that
will expose the less than virtuous
aspects of dear old "booze.';
Students in the Health Education
305 class on alcohol and alcoholism
are compiling the necessary data,
"cartoons," so that it can be
printed, this booklet, and passed
out to students. The Residence
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and prompt, courteous service.
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"Ah, so it shall be," declared the
god of brew, Bacchus. Thus, so it is
at Central, den of iniquity and the
like, Central's students not only
have basked in the · renowned
knowledge of adminstrative tolerance towards their alcoholic
binges, but alas, soon they will also
be informed of ways to handle
their nemesis, a la comic book
form .
Only on the Central campus can
such an aberation exist. It is
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I know that the Forest Service's
alterations are neither as frequent
nor as severe as those in China.
I also know that the philosophies
behind them are different. But
they both seem to serve· the same
function.
.
What is that function? It is best
explained this way: whether they
realize it or not, people have been
trained to be individuals, to be
unique. Any administration-hierarchy, organization denies this. In
essence, a corporate structure
says, "Your uniqueness is not
important compared to the purposes the structure serves." It
restricts the person's ability to do
what he wants, to be what , he is.
Nevertheless, people are willing
to accept this, if they are given orle
condition. The administration
must change, must be flexible. If
that condition is accepted-as it is
in China and the Forest Servicethen things will function smoothly. If hierarchies remain rigid,
· unchanging, then the people
/serving them rebel. Either they
destroy the institution, or they
try to destroy their fell ow victims.
There's the general outline of
my solutions. Someon~ else can
work out the details, if they wish. ·
I must warn you, though, that I
have ambivalent feelings about
this whole matter. True, if it
works, then I can write my
columns in peace. But what about
the other people at the "Crier"?
Without the BOD, the Trustees,
and everybody else ripping at each
other, what will the news editor
put on the front page of the paper?

JH•,.tJ~t ·

p.1itf.

Ellt>n~hur,.! .

AU\ ISOR
bill whitini;{

W:t.

~~~:!,;

,_ Applications are now ·being
accepted for Winter and
Spring Quarters for editor·
... of the Campus Crier. ·
·
Send resume and cover letter to Mass Media
Office, Room 345, L & L.
'
For more information-call 963-3342
963-1026.

Hall Council has agreed to finance
the printing. Let me say that the
actions of RHC and the Health Ed.
305 class are not to go without
commendation, as with anyone
else associated with the project,
students should know, in some
manner, that their fellows and
college does care about them and
is willing to fight this problem
alcohol.
However, I must question the
decision to use comic book form.
The whole idea somehow seems
ridiculous in view of the methods
used. For instance, alcohol and its
problems surely are not funny-no
matter the style, and I doubt that
too many students expect the
college or their fellow students to
envision a serious. reply to a
message in such form. Finally, and
most important, if such a campus
lo'Vers itself to advising and
discussing its serious problems via
"rag" style, how long will time
endure before our claim to being
an institution of "higher" education is questioned? This may seem
farfetched, but then again so was a
decreased enrollment some time
ago.
Just think, in the years ahead,
our crystal ball at Crier might
see a university catalog ·with
administrators depicted in "Bozo
the. Clown" outfits advising us on
what breadth requirements to
take, or Miter yet, shots showing
campus deans taking students
under wing, super.man style, to
rescue us in ·times of dire concern.
Good idea, positiv;e thinking~
good intentions, .but bad choice of
delivery. I don't recall paying
tuition to attend a university of
this nature. Can one imagine a
"dry" Fresh Gorden?

::::
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Letter·to the Editor
Jog-a-thon proceeds
Dear Editor,
I'm writing this letter to express
concern over the use of the
proceeds from the jog-a-thon
held last winter. The only visible
evidence I have seen has
bPen the construction of a plywood
room on the east end of the
entrance to Nicholson Pavilion
and the removal of the chairs that
lined the front windows.
I contend that this is a.misuse of
funds. From my observations, the
only people that use this room are
the introverted few who wish to
seek shelter from the rush
· between periods. How about the
rest of us who do not have such a
feu of our fellow humans? When
would we have a desire to use this
plywood pit? To study? Not
really-:-the library is the place for
uninterrupted concentration, not
the Pavilion. to visit? Introverts
are not among the most social
people at Central.
To sleep?
Maybe-you wouldn't be bothered
by people.
The originators of the idea of
removing the seat~ from the front
of the pavilion should have gone
next door to the psychology
department. Why, you ask, the
psych department? To have their
heads - examined? No, but for
consultation. Any student who
has taken social psychology could
tell you that to keep students from
gathering in the front of the
pavilion, the whole entrance to
the building would have to be
changed. As it is, it is the social
hub for upper campus. It is the
place to meet friends, professors,
check out the opposite sex, or
relax after a strenuous workout.
From a security point of view, it is
the only place where all entrances
can be observed.
The only reason I have heard for
removal of the chairs is they cause
congestion around the office area.
This does not affect the office
catacombs.
The door remains
locked anyway. (Why? To isolate
the professors from the students?)
I say put back those chairs!
Now for my own personal beef.
As president of the Fencing_ Club, I
encouraged our club members to
raise money by soliciting don~
tions and running in that jog-athon last winter. We raised $170,
half of which went to the athletic
fund to be used for such intelligent
endeavors as that student lounge.
The other half was used to
purchase equipment for practicing
the art of foil fencing.
This quarter I have been trying
to secure a place to lock our
equipment when it is not in use.

·Where's the beer and Christnias?

This has proven to be an Dear Editor:
impossible task due to the miles of
In the history of newspaper
red tape which can be placed in
making here at CWU I have never
front of you when you (a student)
seen a front page so little
want help but no one is willing to
concerned with the students, and
give help;
a practice all too
so much concerned with the doings
common at Central Washington
of administrators, as these recent
University.
We (The Fencing
editions. Who in the student body
Club) are not asking for special
really cares about the president's
consideration, only for some
victories over the trustees? Why
consideration.
is that headlined, and a tuition
raise hidden in a larger column of
Sincerely,
small "news items on an inner
Pat Curry
page? Where is the sense of the
readership and its interests?
There is an old fable, that
involves an answer to the
question: "What should the
Dear Editor:
With the Christmas season upon headline be, if the greatest
us, it is time for us to stop and scientists in the world were to
think about the fact that approxi- meet with the faculty Tuesday and
mately one thousand people will Wednesday of the coming week?"
die in this country over Christmas The right answer is: No. school
break. Christmas is a time for Tuesday and Wednesday.
Daigneault writes the only stuff
joy and sharing among family and
friends, not a time for tragedy and directed to the actual students in
sorrow because of a traffic the whole paper. And for that
accident or fire. I only hope that a · matter, although we read about
Central student is not involved in a the president, where is he? One
tragedy such as these this saw him once or twice at the
Christmas.
I wish my fell ow beginning of his sojourn here, but
students a merry and safe never since. Is he going to follow
Christmas and a happy accident Brooks, and be The Invisible Man?
He should just show up at the SUB
free New Year.
once in a while. To show that he
Sincerely,
can talk to the young. But to get
John Radwanski°
back to the paper. It is like the
Pres. WA. S.A.F.T.Y.E.
[Stop Auto Fatalities
Through Youth Efforts]

Safe yule

newel' buildings on this campus,
designed not for the users, but for
some distant onlookers, miles
away, uninterested in actual
students and faculty.
It is
unfortunately very like papers in
East Berlin, Warsaw, and Leningrad: A paper by administrators

Bloody Mary
Dear Editor:
This is a letter that Mary
Fridlund should write, but she has
taken refuge in a Crier policy
which she says prevents her from
writing a letter to the editor.
First, let this letter be a
completely heartfelt expression of
gratitude to the students who
gave blo9d-truly the gift of
life-at the recent Red Cross blood
drawing. The real gratitude
comes from those in critical need
who have benefited in the past as
well as those who will benefit in
the future.
Second, the Red Cross owes a
large debt to Mary Fridlund, who

Sincerely,
. Robert S. Miller
· Faculty Coordinator-Red Cross Blood Program

OVERTON STUDIO
annual Gem Sale
All unmounted gems 30 % off
Genuine precious gems including:
Rubies, Emeralds, Sapphires,
Diamonds, and others,
...also Semi-precious stones.

Excellent 11&11dwiclaes, pizzas & Mexican food.

/

organized the whole thing, beginning to end. Mary's a real whiz, an _
· organizer of organizers, and a
great person to have around.
But Mary couldn't make it go all
by herself, and thanks are also
·very much due to all the others
who helped out with their time,
energy, and especially their
willingness. This willingness to
give help to others is one of the
things that makes Central a fine
:place to be.

Attention
collectors.& Jewelry Students

't\\AGE;o
o~ TACO 'lls
Frellh Salad

for administrators and about
administrators. What happened to
.Christmas vacations? And tests?
And tuition? What about pretty
coeds? Where's the beer? Why do
we have such a terrible bookstore?
Sincerely,
Robert Goedecke

, ~

Live Music, ,:.- ~,

....__

,

All prices - from a few
to a few hundred dollars.

.

Fri. 7: 30 Sat. 6: 30

OVERTON STUDl.O
sells casting waxes, precious
metals and ~ffers custom casting
services to student or non professional iewelers.
For more information or appointment call

925-3854

Merry Christmas
to CWU
With the holiday ,season,
the MUSIC NUT gives you a complete
waterbed system for just $ 199° 0 and a 10 % discount
on all regularly priced albums & tapes.

,

We also have great prices on
"Our business is

going place "

Located in the Plaza·
718 E. 8th

925-NUTS
434 North Sprague
Ellensburg
Phone 925-6961

•Stereo's
•Waterbeds & Acc.
•Car decks
•Records & Tapes
•Gift items for everyone.

Have A Happy, New Year.
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Arts and Entertainntent
Perforrnance slated
Three of Central's major performing groups will present their
annual Christmas concert at 3 p.m.
Sunday, December 10 in McConnell Auditorium.
Admission will be $2.00 for
adults and $1.00 for students.
The Central Chorale, Sidney
Nesselroad, director, will begin
the program with three Christmas
selections: "Hodie Christus Natus
1
~st" by Sweelinck, "A Boy Was
Born" by Britten and "Virga Jesse

Floruit" by Bruckner.
The Central Symphony Orchestra, Clifford Cunha, director, will
then perform "The Music Box" by
Liadov.·
The Central singers, E. Gordon
Leavitt, director, and the Central
Symphony will join to present
"Christmas Day" by Holst.
Student soloists will be Sandy
Mitchell from Olympia, soprano;
Caren Waggoner from Tacoma,
alto; Craig Solbrack from Othello,
tenor; and Bill Osborn from

Hoquiam, baritone.
All three groups will combine
for the featured production,
Mozart's brilliant "Coronation
Mass," Leavitt said. This exciting
work was written in March 1779
when Mozart was only 23 years
old, he noted.
Soloists for the Mass are Anita
Brown from Renton, soprano;
Diana Goecke-from Richland, alto;
Mike Dale from Marysville, tenor;
and Ed Hurd from Portland, bass~
Leavitt will conduct.

DIRECTOR-Sidney Nesslroad, new music director will have an
opportunity to display his Chorale at the annual ChristJQ.as Concert.
Nesselroad joined the music staff Fall quarter. -

Workshop offered
\Balance
1
MILK
~I
\

your diet

with

\MILK

\·

*Farm Fresh 2%
milk 72e 1/2 gal.

* Fann
Fiesh
Grade A
70e 1/2 gal.

* Past/Homo milk

Winegar's
DRIVE IN
Food

Open
~on.·Sat.

1 p.m. to 7 p.m.

coupons
accepted

419 w. 15th-925-1821
Located Just 8 Blocks West
of Nicholson Pavilion

, Sug. Ret.

$2495

Spelling B
$ 3QOO

Sug. Ret. .

Electronic
spelling aid for
children 6 & up, using
word-picture association with 3 levels of
difficulty plus
built-in games.

•
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It's ii
happenin'
~

J.JJ.Jly Daigneault

The performing art of dance is rapidly increasing in the
Northwest in terms of participation and spectator appreciation.
The recent performances last weekend by Ellensburg's own Dance
Collective are proof that the same phenomena are occurring locally
as well.
The Dance Collective "is a hon-profit non-discriminatory,
educational organization dedicated to promoting the, performing ·
arts through the activities of performance and classes." One would
be hard pressed to find a more talented group of dancers and
musical performers in the state (even many of those operating on
professional basis).
'
In a Dance Collective concert entitled "The Child", over 30 dance
and musical artists presented approximately two and a half hours
of absorbing and creative entertainment. As the title suggests,
most of the approximately 15 assorted segments of the programs
dealt with dancing and musical interpretations of visions directed
to and derived from a child.
'
'
There was more to this undertaking by the Dance Collective
than a number of musicians playing and dancers dressed· in
leotards displaying the qualities of agility amt ~acefulness.
Thanks to the enormous, almost magical, talents of those in the
performance early on in the evening, I came to the realization that
sometimes it's not just the dancing that _is beautiful, it's that
the dancers have the ability to cause the mind to reflect on other
beautiful things in the world. The same is true for music; the main
factor that separates a series of mathematically predictable and
boring notes from meaningful music is the emotion that takes the
mind away from the .ugliness found in the world and the mundane
trivialities that can surround our everyday lives. "The Child"
performance was one of those events that transcends the mundane
- not adds to it.
Everyone involved in all aspects of the production and
performance did an excellent job and should be very proud of their
efforts.
This community, also,, should be proud that an
organization such as the Dance Collective exists for the cultural
enhancement of all. They deserve continued support from the
community as much as they deserved the enthusiastic standing
ovation at the conclusion of the performances.
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Poet gives reading
by Merry Erickson
Last week Central's English
Department and School of Arts
and Humanities sponsored a
poetry reading given by Samuel
Green. At the reading, Green
recited . pieces from his book
1
' Gillnets," which was published by
Cold Mountain Press this spring.
He also read poems from his
manuscripts.
Green hopes to
finish his new book in about eight
months.
Green said, "I don't try to write
in any particular style. A poet
must work with the poem. A poem
can't be forced on to the paper. I
try to write happy poems but they
don't usually turn out that way."
Green added, "I believe a poem
can be written in the form of a
letter and still maintain the
function of both."
The following poem will be the
third in his letter poem series
"Wind: Three Letters to Melinda
Mueller" entitled "From Skykomish."
:
From Skykomish
Melinda, I can't sleep
in this place; this borrowed
mattress/on the floor, noise. Close
by/the river, huge with spring,
makes love/to its stones. A diesel
groans up the grade/toward
Stevens Pass.
And wind.
Outside/the wind braids a rope
from thick, black hair,/beats the
night with it, slick with rain meant
for Yakima.
Let me tell you a story:
.In· anger, frustration, the fingers

Chess
tourna1nent

When I was four
I saw my first storm from a
logging camp in the mountains
Gramma said/st~ong winds were
caused when too many/people let
their breaths out all at once./All
night I curled beneath ~y bed,
took/the smallest breaths, - let.
them go/in slow puffs, spoke to the
wind that shook/the roof; whispered, "No, this is not for you,/not
for you." Morning, I climbed/into
the canyon, found a fawn drowned
in a pool .where the creek backed
up./Told no one for weeks,
thinking/I'd helped to ·kill it, I was
selfish to breathe.
I tell you this: we start our
factories of grief early.
tuck/and roll toward the palm.
Mine do that no_w ./I want to say
;;omething of what we do/for one
another in our sadness, and don't
know how ./Instead I write: Today
this wind tossed a marsh hawk/
against a fence in a gust even the
bird couldn't use,/broke its neck.

Melinda, that bird's a look
inside/the secret stomach of a
c.;tone. We find direction/in how
Ne care for others when we're
alone.
I sit by my window. Deer, hawk
and I all hold/our breaths. Back in
Seattle, you're asleep, window
open for air. Perhaps when this
wind/finally reaches you there it
will be soft,/a lover's breath,
combing your hair, combing your
hair.
·Green was born in Sedro
Woolley and raised in Anacortes.
He joined the Coast Guard and a
number of his poems are about the
years he spent in it.
Green
received an AA Degree from
Highline Community College and
attended Western Washington
University. Green and his wife
operate the Jawbone Press in
Seattle. He is. presently involved
in "The Poets" in the School's
program sponsored by the Washington Arts Committee.

Open 6:45
925-9511

Ends Tuesday
Shows at 7:00 Nightly

FARRAH
_FAWCETT- ·
MAJOQ0

JEff

BQIDQJS

SOMEBbDY
KILLEDffER9
ffl.IBBAND•

Co~Feature
The Most Romantic Love Story of the Year.

Plus This

'· The EllensbUrg Grand Prix No.
2 Open Chess Tournament will be
held Saturday, December 9 at
Central Washington University.
Registration will be 9:00-9:30 a.m.
An entry fee of $3 will be charged
players plus they must be
members of Wash,ington Chess
Federation. Cash prizes will be
awarded.
Spectators are welcome at no
charge.
·
Advanced entries should contact
Steve Wilson, 506 S. Anderson,
Ellensburg (925-5848).
· The winner of the tournament
will be awarded Central Washington Grand Prix Chess Association
points toward a $100 prize for the
player·getting the most points in a
year's time in chess tournaments
played in Central Washington.

cfl~~Jee~~~
~
(;1~78
CJ ~
•

HAIR

.

Co.lumb10 P•ctur•s lndus1rin. Inc .

DESIG~ERS

Starts Wednesday December 13th
Peter Sellers in a Great Comedy

PLAN .NOW
FOR YOUR

SPRING QUARTER IN:
AVIGNON,. FRANCE
COLOGNE, GERMANY
LONDON, ENGLAND
MAZATLAN, MEXICO
MORELIA, MEXICO

A life
insurance agent
that really ·
listens?

'

Surn1ner Program In
-

SANTANDER, SPAIN

CWU INTERNATIONAL PROGRAMS
96.~-.~612

Your Northwestern agent
is a good listener.
He quietly helps you analyze your
life insurance needs 'a nd goals.
Richard N. Berndt and Associates
1888 Building, Suite 201, 5th .& Pearl
Ellensburg, WA 98926
Office [509] 925-6931

The Quiet Company
NORTHWESTERN MUTUAL LIFE· MILWAU~~~ _

.. ,.
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Dance

Collective

JEWEL IN INNOCENT DISTRACTION-Julie Prather portrays
Jewel, a school child with a creative imagination.

by Mary Fridlund

TOY SOLDIER-Anneliese Childress protrays a lively toy soldier in
a dance she choreographed.

December 1 and 2, the "Labor Temple Dance Collective" gave
three performances in McConnell Auditorium. This dance concert
entitled, "The Child" was what I would consider to be one of the
most professional performances I have ever seen. This would not
seem hard to believe of course, because many fine professional
performances have been brought to Central's campus, until I tell
you that the dancers and musicans,· aproximately three dozen of
them, are all students and residents of the Ellensburg area.
With the first number of the show, you were set for the evening
of entertainment to follow. Steve Fisk performed a self-composed
piece entitled "Loops I" on his synthesizer. Fisk brought the
audiences creative minds to attention. From dance to dance, my
mind weaved in and otit of the music as the graceful, sleeklined
dancers moved across the stage. .
From "Jewel in Innocent Distraction," through a moving piece
entitled "Portraits," choreographed by Central student Ronnie
Payne to "Toy Soldier" and "Triads," the pace never faltered. At
this point in the performance, was a piece that was interesting but,
I felt did not belong in this show. "Two + Two
More," by
Richard Denner was entertaining and the poetry piece was fine
but, it detracted from otherwise what was a fine evening of dance
and music.
The next item on the program was one of my favorite musical
performances of the evening. Jo Allen, an Ellensburg resident
performed "Moonstar," a song she had written herself. This lovely
lyrical ballad was skillfully presented except for periods of the
song when the flute accompaniment overpowered her lilting voice.
One of the most enjoyable dances of the evening was a number
called "Quick Chek Suite," a satire on the quick check-out lines at
supermarkets. It quickly became one of my picks for most
~ntertaining dance of the evening.
One dance of the evening that was very well performed, but did
not make my list of top two favorites was the "Dance for Steve's
Music-Music for Heidi's Dance." Though the lines of the dance
were clean and precise, the danee combined with the music did not
seem to fit together in my mind.
The best solo presentation of the evening was "Sweet Potatoe
Shuffle," choreographed .and danced by Corliss Esterly Albright.
In my opinion, the silhouetted figure in the spotlight showed
grace, form and poise becoming her dance.
The rest of the program kept the same speed and consistence of
fine entertainment. Though the finale was a little weak, the music
was enjoyable with the entire. company ending in song.
The dance collective should be applauded for their performance.
This community has dancers and singers they can be more than
proud of. I hope the dance collective performances become a
yearly event, maybe even bi-yearly.

=

.....
QUICK CHEK SUITE-In a rebellion of store pressure, the customers put store manager
{Jerry Pierce] into a cart and march out.
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Sports
e-

Wildcats sink Whitworth Pirates
by Mike Schellhorn

•

Shattering the school record for
points scored in one game by 15
points, the Central Washington
men's basket-ball team smothered
the Whitworth Pirates 1307""71 in
a game that should not haye even
been played last Saturday night at
Nicholson Pavilion. Breaking the
previous record set last year of 115
points vs. EOSC,, the Cats
dominated every statistic of the
ball game in an awesome showing.
Holding a 13-9 lead with 15:00
minutes to play in the first half,
the Cats went on an incredible
36-6 spurt t-0 open up a 34 - point
lead at 49-15. The teams traded
baskets from then on and the score
at the end of the first half was
57-25. The Cats shot a blistering
•69.4 percent from the field in the
first half compared to Whitman's
very poor 27 .5 percent. Defense
was the key to the Cat's
domination as they forced 18
turnovers while only giving the
ball over three times in the half.
Nicholson used 13 players in the
first half and all of them played
very well. Joe Holmes' 8 for 10
effort from the field in the first
half lead all scorers with 16.

Miller and Eugene Banks will all
be eligible at this time and should
see their first action.
Over the Christmas vacation,
the Cats will be taking to the air as·
they will play i~ two tournaments.
The first one will be the George
Fox Tournament in Or.egon,
December 21 and 22. - Then the
Cats will get a few days off before
flying to California for the Chico
State Tournament December
28-30.

Playing very sluggish in the
first half and leading only 41 to 31,
the Wildcats regrouped and rolled
to a 93-54 victory over a much less
talented Whitman team here
Tuesday night. Having nine
Freshmen on the squad and only
one person 6-5, the Missionarys
did a much better -job running
their offense, keeping the game
close until the middle of the second
half when the Cats went on a 10-0
scoring spurt to open up a 76-44
lead. "We need to have patience
when running our offense," said
Coa·ch Nicholson. "Our early play
was nothing tQ be desired."
The Cats were pretty much in
control of the game from the
outset and never trailed in the
The Cats picked up where they ballgame. The contest was tied
left off at halftime- as they went on once at four until Steve Page
a 17-4 scoring spurt to open the · reeled off 7 straight points to open
second half and rolled on from up an 11-4 lead. But the scrappy
there for the lopsided victory. All Whitman team came fighting back
fifteen players who suited up to close the gap to 4 at 17-13. But
scored for the Cats as Nicholson again the Cats reeled off 8 str~ight
let his substitutes play as much as points and coasted to a 41-31
halftime lead. The game was close
€: his starters.
. at the start of the second half until
Joe Holmes easily won game Central went on a 16-2 scoring
scoring honors as he scored 33 spurt to put the game out of reach
points in only 21 minutes of action. at 76-44. Brian Hagbo and Wayne
9 Holmes was nothing less than
Floyd led the onslaught with 6
spectacular as he was 16 for 19 points each. Many substitutes
from the field, hitting ever.ywhere came off the bench from then on
he wanted to on the court. Dale and showed some great hustle as
Smith and Dave ~erry were next Central rolled to a 93-54 victory.
with 12, Dennis Johnson was right
Thirteen of the fifteen players
behind with 11, followed by Gary who suited up for the Wildcats
& Hollins with 10, Steve Thorson 8, . scored in the ballgame.
Joe
" Chris Coley, Jerome Collins and H.olmes and Dennis Johnson tied
Greg Rance at 7, Tony Giles 6,
Gregg Arlt 5, Chris Olsen, Wayne
""' Floyd and Steve Page finished the
night with 4 each. •
The Cats finished -the night
hitting 57 .4 from the floor as
compared to 42.8 for Whitworth.
Central out-rebounded Whitworth
49 to 30 and had .31 assists
compared to 19 for the Pirates.
Whitworth had 29 turnovers
compared to the Cats' 8. The Cats
had 19 steals compared to 3 for the
Pirates. Central went to the foul
line 44 times converting 30 for 68
percent. Whitman was 19 for 25
·for 76 percent.
A few of the records the Cats
nearly broke or are breaking are:
1) Highest margin of victory.
The record is 68 vs. EOSC last
year. The Cats missed that by
four as they won by 59.
2) Field goals in one gamef. The
· record is 52 vs. EOSC, The Cats
had 50.
. I
.
3) Most field goals for one
player in one game. The record is
17 for 24 by Paul Adams. Joe
Holmes was 16 for 19 in only 21
minutes of action.
One record the Cats are
' shattering is average margin of
victory in one season. That record
is 14.3. The Cats are winning by
; 47 -~· although this margin will
drop considerably when the Cats
play a worthy opponent.
The Cats will be on the road
until January 6 when they will
host Lewis and Clark State
College. Ray Or~nge, Sammy

for scoring honors with thirteen a the only two players that did n't
piece, follow~d by Steve Page with score were Chris Olsen and Gr0g8
11, Brian Hagbo with 10, Dale Arlt. Both of whom were ~tarte1 'S
Smith with 9, Jerome Collins, on last year's team. But Gregg
Steve Thorson, Dave Berry, Arlt is just recovering from a back
Wayne Floyd, with six each. injury and Chr~s Olsen has just
Roscoe Seamon 5, Tony Giles 4, finished his season ·a s starting
Greg Rance and Gary Hollins each tight end on the football team.
had 2. An interesting note is that
Whitman was led by the 10

points of David Wetter, who was
the only Whitman player to score
in double figures. Drew Ackerfand and Mark Jepson were next
with 8, followed by Tony McWhirtier with 7, Geoff Yates with 6,
Chuck Porter with · 5, D iv.e
Ackerland and Eli Juarez 4 e1ch
.md Tom Bosworth had 2.

HIGH SCORER-Joe Holmes was high scorer for the Cats against Whitworth, hitting 16 of 19 for 33
points. (photo by· George May.)

Merry Christmas
Say it with Gold
First Class Watch
and Jewelry R ~pairing
WATCHES .
CLOCKS
.

~f
MITTS
30.00

~~·--""'"L-,,,~

?>~,~,. .
,.~

DIAMONDS
SIL VER WARE 1.

t

BUTTON JEWELERS
Come and see our new
collection. Solid colors and
dazzling combinations.
Stret<;h nylon and stretch
down. New Hollofils. New
matching Roffe gloves too.
All designed and built for
skiers who really ski.
Come on in and see!

14 Kt. Gold Chains, ·Charms,
Bracelets, Nuggets and Earrings

-

The Perfect Gift for
Someone· ·/~i,~\.; ·Y ou Love

WILLIE 0TQl\NCE
0porling.Good&
~

............ -6 . . ... \
):'f'../t

'*'(,'.

Supp.ort Crier advertisers

\;_~:·:~/

·119 E. 4th
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Jock Talk Matmen trimmed
Jack Corey
In what has been the most difficult assignment I've had this
year, I can say that the All-Intramural team for 1978 is an
awesome representation of the quality of players that the program
was honored to have. T~e sports staff spent many an hour
discussing the . best possibilities and came up with the following.
The offensive team is lead by .the bionic-hipped
quarterbacking of Jay Garcea of Aerial Circus. Garcea kept his
team and himself out of trouble many a time by twisting and
turning his way past potential tacklers and managed to usually
pick up a few yards.
As the other offensive back, it would be a mistake if we did not
include Scott Smith of the Rip City championship team. Smith
could throw the ball as good as anybody, but it was his ability to
find the right receiver and to lead him that helped lead his team to
._
the big game.
The trenches was where the staff had the most difficulties,
because honestly, these positions are held by those of the
anonymous kind, where getting ink is an obvious rarity. But the
three we selected were very apparent in their talent and ability to
give the quarterback time to throw the ball. The three are, Jim
Taylor from Aerial Circus, Mark Spada of The Best Team and Joe
Sanford of The Wrestlers.
At tight end is one of the bigger players on the field, Karl
Kjelstad, playing for Spiked Punch Bunch. Karl led the team to
the playoffs where they became the only team to score on the
stingy Rip City defense.
- At split end is the man who scored more points thal! anybody
else this year. Mickey Fowler, from "B" league runner-up, Bad
Knees Bears, managed to score over 150 points, an
accomplishment some whole teams were not even close to
achieving.
On defense, the three down linemen are able bodied men who
love to eat quarterbacks for breakfast. From Rip City comes
Corby Bohart who along with Dave Schwantner led the City to the
pennant and the championship. From the Bad Knees Bears is nose
guard Brian Smith, who lead his team and allegedly the universe
this year in quarterback sacks and from the Best Team came
Drivin' Doug Martenson. Doug helped the team to third.place in
"A" division, behind Aerial Circus and The Wrestlers.
As linebackers we decided to go with two, Jay Buckley off Horns
All-Stars and Jim Enochs off Rip City. There were a lot of .
choices for this position but these two stuck out as the most
"
impressive.
The two deepbacks picked were naturals for the position. Joe
(H09ch) Coluccio from Rip City, who played four miles behind the
line, and Rich Dietz, who was wherever the ball was, are the two
choices.
So there you have our 1978 Intramural All-Star team. Maybe
·you can make it next year if you eat all your Wheaties and stay off
the sauce. Or is it the other way around?

by Greg Kulczyk
Failing to score any team points
in the middle five weights,
(142-177), the Central Wrestling
Squad dropped an exciting 24-19
dual meet to Portland State last
Thursday.
Trailing 21-19 going into the
unlimited weight-thanks to a
gut-out effort by 190-pound fresh:qian Joe Maguire-Central's Mike
Wilson faced two-time N.CAA
runner-up Mike Wagner. Wagner,
almost 40 pounds heavier, had
beaten Wilson the last two times
they had met. The third time
wasn't a charm for Wilson. But
the 8-4 Portland State decision
was not a true indication of their
respective talents.
"Mike (Wilson) is a better
wr~stler than he showed," said
head coach Eric Beardsley. "Mike
has to wrestle HIS style." A
fourth square-off between the
Mikes is expected at the Univer-

Lenie Hamm won his 134-pound
match on a reverse move and hung
on to win 7-6 before the dam
broke. Portland State took the
next five weights for 21 total
points. The scores included: '142
lbs, 16-4; 150 lbs, 5-0; 158 lbs, pin;
167 lbs, 11-7; and 177 lbs, 12-3.
With the team score 21-13 State,
_¥aguire added 6 with his pin.
Though Maguire wrestled the
number two 19Q-pound Portland
man, nothing should be taken from
his effort. Maguire stepped on the
mat needing a pin and he got it.
That set the stage for the
heavyweights and the eventual
24-19 score.
Next wrestling action is December 9 at the Eastern tourney, then
the U. 0 W. Invitational on the 17.
The next home match won't be
until January 4 against British
Columbia in the Pavilion at 7:30
p.m. Central beat B.C. 28-17 last
November 24.

Frederick resigns
After eleven years at the helm
of the Central Washington varsity
baseball team, Gary Frederick has

resigned that position to spend
more time with administrative
responsibilities.

Greyhound Rx·
The cure for ., college blahs.

Feel like getting up and then getting down?
Now that I have your attention, there has been developed at
Central a club that fits the needs of all skiers from amateurs to
experts. The Central Washington Ski Club, under the presidency
of Casey McGrew and vice presidency of Gary Clesson, are
planning for the spring break and are asking for suggestions for
other trips during the school year.
Right now the plan. is for a spring vacation ski trip to ~ount
Bachelor near Bend Oregon. The cost of $215 includes six days
lodging, six days of free lift tickets and the experience of using a
condominium that includes individual kitchenettes, a sauna and an
indoor swimming pool. In order for this excursion to be a reality,
there must be a minimum of 24 people willing to go.
During Winter Quarter, the club is hopefully going to attain
transportation to and from Snoqualimie ski areas once a week. olus
a short trip over Washington's birthday is being considered.
This Friday night (December 8) there is a potluck dinner being
held. in Student Village multi-purpose room for all interested
skiers.
The club holds meetipgs every Tuesday night at 7 o'clock in the
Yakima room in the SUB. Following the meetings, which include
5ki films, the members retire to Pizza Mia for further discussions
md refreshments.
All interested skiers are urged to call either Clesson at 925-9609
or McGrew at 925-9626 or show up at either the potluck affair or
the Tuesday night meetings.
Although I don't ski, I do know you can't get down until you get
up.

It's a feeling that slowly descends upon
you. The exams, the pop tests, the required
reading, the hours at the library, the thesisthey won't go away.
But you can. This weekend, take off, say
hello to your friends, see the sights, have a
great time. You'll arrive with money in your
pocket because your Greyhound trip doesn't
take that much out of it.
If you're feeling tired, depressed and
exhausted, grab a Greyhound and split. It's a
sure cure for the blahs.

The 37-:rear old Pete Rose has surprised everybody by declaring
he will sign with the Philadelphia Phillies. He had originally
eliminated the National League East champs earlier in the week
but decided their offer was good enough for him. He'll be making
$700,000 a season, making him the highest paid player in the
ranks. Prior to him as the highest paid was, ironically, the third
baseman for the team he signed with, Mike Schmidt.
If the Seahawks win their last 'two games and either Miami or
Houston loses one more game, the Hawks are in the playoffs as one
of the wildcard teams.
But that ain't all. If the Broncos happen to slip badly against
Kansas City and the Steelers and the Hawks do get by both the
Chargers and K.C., they've got themselves a divisional title.
There are a ton of teams still in the running for playoff berths.
The way the tie-breaking system is currently set up, if the Hawks
finish with the same record as Miami, Houston, Oakland or the
Jets, the Hawks have the inside track.
So don't count the Hawks out. And please don't call them
expansion anymore either. They're big boys now; they all realize
this thing ain't over till the fat lady sings.
Tom LaGarde may be out for the season ... underwent surgery on
his right knee ... Sikma to take over ... more playing time for Paul
Silas ... decrease in team free throw percentage guaranteed.

sity of Washington Tournament
December 17 in Seattle.
Central started fast against
Portland's lighter weights, taking
the first three to total 13 points.
118-pound Sam Segawa picked
apart his man 13-4. Seqawa, a
transfer from Hachinohe, Japan by
way of Highline C.C., was happy
about his first dual mat-ch victory
for Central.
"I did great," laughed Segawa, a
P.E. major. "I'm glad to win."
Ron Ellis, 126 lbs, accounted for
6 of those first 13. He pinned his
man at 5:50 after being ahead 13-3.
"He was tough, but I was ready,"
· Ellis said after the match. "I knew
I had some wrestling to do." Ellis
sees his position (one of the first on
the mat) at the lower weight as a
cheerleader and morale booster.
"If I can win my weight and build
up points, it'll get the big men
pumped. A strong jump really
helps morale," Ellis added.

To

'

Seattle
Yakima
Spokane

Gre.y hound Service
RoundDepartures
Way
Trtp

0...

$7.05
$2.85
$10.80

$13.40
$5.45
$20.55

4 Daily Departures
5 Daily Departures
2 Daily Departures

Ask your agent about additional departures and return trips.
(Prices subject to change.)

Bus & Audrey Wyant

801 Okanogan

~
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925-1177

As head of the Physical
Education and Leisure Services
departments, some of his staff was
dissatisfied with the lack of
attention he was giving them
compared to the baseball program.
Under Frederick's coaching and
recruiting the Cats have been one
of the Northwest's small-college
baseball powers in recent years.
Central has captured the EvCo
championship seven of the last
eleven years, and has put away
five regional titles in that space of
time.
In 1968 the Cats recorded their
best effort ever when they placed
third in the N AIA National
Tournament.
Two players under Frederick's
guidance have gone on to become
true major league ball players.
Dave Heaverlo, after a prolific
career with the San Fransisco
Giants is no'w a top relief specialist
with the Oakland A's. Billy North
is now a starting outfielder with
all-star ability for the National
League champion Los Angeles
Dodgers.
Informed sources say that the
man who has the front seat in
taking over for Frederick is Lee
Day, out of Kittitas. Day was an
assistant coach for the Cats last
season.
uy have mixed emotions," said
Frederick of the retirement. "The
people in the baseball program are
as close as any sport around here.
Last year about 45 or 50 former
players returned for the annual
I enjoyed my
alumni game.
association with the alumni, and I
will miss that."
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Walnut North
Apartments
Are located near the Central campus and are geared for
the needs _of the college
student. You will like the
reasonable rates, call our
office today. (925-2725).
There are currently some
openings as well as openings
for Winter quarter. Walnut
North offers bachelor and one
or two bedroom units. All
units are completely furnished with water, sewer and
garbage.
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Intramural playoffs '78

THE UNDEFEATED
RIP CITY CHAMPS:
Top row left to rightPat Phelan,
Corby Bohart,
Tom Micela,
Scott Smith,
Jim Enochs.
Bottom rowPat Armstrong,
Joe Collucio,
Ed Dardis,
Dave "Sammy" Schwan1;ner.

..

RiP City takes all
by Jack Corey
In the hailing storm and chilling
•. breeze of the late November
afternoon, the championship came
·down to one very important touch.
Aerial Circus' quarterback Jay
Garcea caught the hike and
scrambled left in his own end zone,
looking unsuccessfully for an open
receiver downfield. But wait!
Here comes Jim Enochs of Rip
City rushing him from the left! ·
Garcea m·a kes a quick and
intelligent decision: he decides to
.~ go right. But zazbot! Here comes
Corby Bohart and Dave Schwantner bearing down on him from that
direction!
What to do? But
Schwantner delicately positioned
his ten cold metacarpals upon the
hapless Garcea to give his team a
. safety and a 2-0 lead.
:- And with that lead came the
championship. Rip City took the
1978 Intramural Football Cham. pionship 2-0. After that, neither
team's offense could generate a
drive serious enough to catapult
them into paydirt. Stalwart
defensive play denied such an
honor to occur for either team.
It should be noted that the
safety came on the third play of
,... the game. The rest of the first half
turned into a punting contest
interrupted occasionally with interceptions, including a key theft
Ii>' by Enochs that halted the last
Circus drive of the first half.
The second half was nearly a
mirror image of the first, with
both teams struggling to overcome
the bodieiously cold weather.
After an exchange of punts gave

the ball back to Aerial Circus, Ed the toughest, Bohart thought the
Dardis of Rip City picked off overtime win against Stephens- another Aerial Circus aerial to Whitney was by far. The City
give the City excellent field wasn't able to score a point in that
position on their own twenty.
· game, but won in overtime by
But the City couldn't get past gaining more yardage in four plays
the Circus and were forced to turn compared to Whitney's gains.
the ball back over on downs.
The following week was the
The next time Rip City had the biggest game of the season for
ball, quarterback Scott Smith, them. They took on the only other
under heavy rushing pressure, undefeated team in B league, the
lofted a pass in. the direction of Pat Bad Knees Bears. The Bears had
Armstrong around the five. With also not allowed a point all season
two defenders on him like another and were averaging about fifteen
layer of skin, it looked as though points more a game than the City.
the pass would either be batted
"They were just a bit too
down or intercepted. But the ball confident about the outcome,"
was hit and, as all three were reflected Bohart.
"They kept
stumbling over each other on their reminding us of their impressive
way to getting faces full of grass, stats. We just walked onto the
Armstrong kept his concentration field ready to play a game and the
and caught the ball just as he hit final score tells the whole story."
the ground. But once again the
Before the first ten minufos of
c;ircus put a tent over any more the first half weie over, the City
progress by the City and took over I had put on the board all the points
on downs at their own two.
they needed and went on to shut
The game was put to rest two out the usually potent Bears 22-0.
plays later when Rip City's The game was never completed as
Corby Bohart deftly uses the infamous "right foot touch" method to
defensive back Joe Collucio inter- the ,Bears became a little ruffled
halt the progress of an Aerial Circus runner.
·
cepted a desperation pass by and ended up forfeiting the game.
Garcea near the midstripe_.
The only team to score on the
"Sammy ~me U!) with the play City was Phallus Cowboys during
of the game," said Bohart later, as the quarter-finals. City won that
the coca cola was flowing fre~ly in squeaker 10-6. Overall, City
the locker room. "And Smith outscored their opponents during
threw nothing but smoke, he had a the twelve games this year 152-6.
great game."
The City . was easily the most
And a word of gloom for all of
likely team to win the whole thing you expecting to play in next
according to their statistics.
year's season. As Bohart was
During the ten game regular leaving the locker room with his
season, they scored 138 points championship ring, he reminded
without giving up a single point on all the reporters there that,
defense. Asked which game was "We're gonna be back next year."
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Bakken sinks 20 for Cats
ball in the first half," said Central
coach Dorothy Purser.
The Cougars were led by Janet
C't'ntral's women's basketball
team suffered their first loss Kusler, a six foot forward who
during their home opener as they poured in 23 points for game high
honors. Also helping the Cougar
wt-re dumped by WSU 77-55 last
cause was guard Jeanne Eggart,
Friday in Nicholson Pavilion.
It was a ball hawking zone press who scored 15 points for the night
and a tough Cougar defense that with 12 coming in the first half.
Leading the way for Central was
t•ombined early in the first half to
Inger Bakken, as she scored 20
help insure the victory·.
The Wildcats shot only 21 points and grabbed 12 rebounds
percent in field goal percentages, for the Cats.
while WSU shot 52 percent to ,
Central came back in the second
se<'ure a 30 point lead at halftime, half to play some tough defense of
54-2-1. "We weren't shooting the
by Dave Christopher

their own. They held the Cougars
to just 23 points as they shot only
21 percent in field goal percentage.
When asked to compare the
Wildcats' defense in the first half
with the second, coach Purser
replied, "There is no comparison,
we played a lot better the second
half; we were more aggressive."
Central's offense also came alive
the second half as they outscored
WSU by eight points. But it was
the Cougar's hot first half that
proved to be fatal to the Cats.
With five players six feet or

over, WSU controlled the boards
as they out rebounded Central 57
to 40. Another factor for the
Cougar victory was that they
turned the ball over 11 less times
than the Wildcats.
Summing up the contest coach
Purser said, "We played a good
team, we're a little green; we have
quite a few freshmen, but a little
seasoning and we'll be tough."
Coach Purser had mentioned
that she thought that WSU would
be the best team Central had to
face on their schedule this season. .

This Friday the Wildcats will play
Montana Tech. here at Nicholson
Pavilion with the game scheduled
to start at 8:l>o p.m.
Central (55)-Cristi Williams,
ll;Ann Barstow, 6; Karen Schillinger, 2; Inger Kakken, 20; Leslie
Scott, 2; Judy Gall, 9; Cheryl
Holden, 4 and Lynn Simpson, 1.
WSU (77)-Cindy Schulz, 2;
Judy Spoelstra, 9; Jeanne Eggert,
15; Laurie Turner, 11; Mary
Danielson, 4; Janice Zachman, 2;
Janet Kusler, 23; Gail Houser, 2;
Karen Brown, 5; Teresa Elliot, ,2
and Debbie Lovell, 2.

Touche away with fencing club

~-H

IOIPIAN
Educational Center

Call oars Evenin1s & Weekends

University Village Bldg.
4900 25th Avenue N.E.
Seattle, Washington 98105
(206) 523-7617
For Information About Other Centers
In Major US Cities & Abroad
Outside NY State
CALL TOLL FREE: 800·223-1782

by Dave Christopher
En Gaurde...all you D' Artagnans, you Errol Flynn fans, there
is a club for all that have dreamed
of being swashbuckling saviors...
it's the Fencing Club.
The club according to its
president Pat Curry, "is for
anyone that would like to learn
about the sport of fencing."
The club meets Tuesday and
Thursday night from 6:00 to 8:00
in Nicholson Pavilion upst.airs in
room 204. The club was set up as a
continmmce for thosE: people who
wanted to follow through with
their _interest in :i'encing after
taking the class instructed by Dr.
Putnam.
Curry mentioned that one
doesn't have to have taken the
fencing class to get into the club.
"The class is a good place to learn
the few rules of fencing, but the
club is for anyone that has a true
interest in fencing, it's for both the
beginner and the advanced fencer"
said Curry.
"The purpose of the ciub is to
improve skills and to try to go to
tournaments" said cl~b vice
president Kirk Phippen.
Curry eventually would like to
be able to buy an P.lectrical set of
foils so the club can have their own
tournaments.
1Besides fencing with the foil the
club also uses the saber and the
'epee'. "The foil is the basic
weapon used in fencing, it's called
the thrusting weapon. Points are ·
scored with the tip of the foil when

it comes in contact with the target
area of the body which is the
trunk, excluding the limbs and the
mask. The saber is called the
cutting weapon, you can score
with the tip, the front edge of the ·
blade and the top third of the back

side of the blade, the target area is
from the waist up. The 'eppe1 is
called the d·ueling weapon, it's like
the foil but it's shorter and stiffer
than the foil, the scoring is done
with the tip and the target area is
the entire _body," explains vice

Volleyball
•
views

FENCING-An art as well as a sport.

BREEZE:
Another
Down Fiiied
Classic
From
Comfy

Mills Saddle'n Togs
Resistol
Available in 7"
crown and 4"
brim with
two-tone
woven band

Enjoy winter's active
ventures In the Comfy
Breeze, of water repellent
nylon with Goose Down
flll ..Thls popular basic
features fine western
detailing 100% wool knit
collar and cuffs and
fl~nnel lined pockets.

"Everything for
Since 1915

HORSEMAN'S// . /
SUPPLY
I

11
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Ruby St. at Canyon Rd.

The following top six teams have ~
been chosen for the playoffs: The
Stuff, Anonymous, Student Affairs, Return of the Clowns, 6 Pack
& Three, and Al-Monte.
"A" league action displayed over
the week showed Tequila Kids
over The Super Scrubs, Student
Affairs defeating 6 Pack & Three, _ ..,,
and Bad Company beating 700
Club by a forfeit.
In "B" league it was The Stuff
over AL-Monte, Aztecas spiking ·
ROTC, C. Moore Butts smashing
The Smashers, and OB Method
hitting Davies I.
'.'D" league didn't see much
action due to numerous forfeits,
but Return of the Clowns
overcame Quick Quigley Quadrapedes and Anonymous . spiked
· Downtowners.
· ~---

. .--.JI-------------

Gonzaga
game
All people that are going to take
the chartered bus to the Gonzaga
·game tomorrow must pay the ten
dollars by noon today.
Paymen.. s will be accepted at
the P .E. office at Nicholson
Pavilion.

!

and -feather.

Downright Comfortable

'president Phippen.
A match is scored by touches
against. The match is over when
one fencer scores five touches or
when six minutes has elapsed.
"It's really good exercise, you
fence for about six minutes and it
feels like you ran a- mile,''. said
Phippenr
The Fencing Club has a
membership of twelve people with
half that are girls.
President
Curry is encouraging anyone who
is interested -in learrting how to
fence to come up and try their
hand at fencing. "Anyone can
learn the sport of fencing, you
don't have to be strong or big, in
·fact smaller people might have an
advantage because they have a
smaller target area. I think the
key to ·being a good feneer is
quickness and agility," ·said Phippen.
So if you're a swashbuckler at
heart and want to learn the sport
of fencing, go the the club and
practice those offensive thrusts
and defensive parries and toucher
to you.
'

ho~se

or rider"

Mills Saddle 'n
Togs

Crier
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BOD receives concert propo.sal
The appearance of Tim Weisberg, a nationally known jazz-rock
flautist was proposed for either
February 12 or 19. The proposal,
. brought to the board by Jody
Daigneault, ASC program agency
concert chairman, was one of the
numerous activity proposals discussed at the la.s t Board of

t

Director's meeting this quarter.
Weisberg, will tentatively have
Jeff Lorber and Fusion as his
opening act. This'\concert is still
under negotiation.
,
Other business at the meeting
included reDorts by Eric Gleason.
legislative liaison and Pam Klein
Residence Hall Council chairman.

Keep the
Faith
.B ev. Don Caughey
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supervision of Drinkwater.
The board then discussed their
contract with WA US (Washington
Association of University Students) and decided to move on it at
a later date.

MECHA. elections held
At their last regular meeting,
MECHA elected their new officers
which include:
Celia Lopez,
president; Yolanda Paes, vicepresident; Norma Marquez, secretary; and Lolie Martinez, · treasurer.
MECHA is planning many
social, cultural, and educational
activities this fall.
They are

.._..._

presently discussing their participation in the Fall Warefair.
MECHA will be selling tacos from
ro a.m. to 2 p.m.
Also being planned by MECHA
is the annual Chicano recruitment
effort. The recruitment of the
high school students is tentatively
scheduled fpr Febru,ary l and 2

Open Friday
'til 8 :00

/

• *• • • • • •• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • ••
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The Central Ski Club asked that
they may be allowed to use the
school's SCAN line to make long
distance telephone calls. This was
passed with the stipulation that
the calls be made under the direct

r·----

WhenF.D.R. said that "we have nothing to fear but fear itself,"
it was supposed to be comforting. But I am afraid that it is about
as comforting as finding out that one's fear of flying is absurd since
crashing is what should cause fear, not flying. In the past fifteen
years, the optimism and confidence which had been associated
with the American spirit has been replaced with what Vernon
Jordan of the Urban League calls "the new negativism." I don't
want to be romantic about American idealism. In many instances
it was a veneer which covered our national participation in
oppression at home and abroad. As long as we could escape the
contradictions of our society through expansion it was easy to
think we had solved fundamental social problems which plagued
other, less fortunate, peoples. But with that said, there was a
basic feeling in Americ;,l that New Frontiers and Great Societies
could be opportunities for Americans to make justice, freedom and
hope real at home and to provide the world with an example
worthy of admiration and emulation.
In the 60's, Vice-President Spiro Agnew called me and other
protesters "nattering nabobs of negativity." We were accused of
being down on America because we asked America to live up to its
rhetoric about being Numero Uno, the Greatest Country in the
World. We had gone to school ~nd learned to value the ideals of
the American Dream. When racial integration went slower than
acceptable, we became "freedom riders." When it became clear
that the war in Vietn-am involved a betrayal of the concept of the
"self-determination of peoples/' we marched to. protest that
betrayal. It was only as we encountered the "dirty tricks" of the
FBI and the aggression of "peace officers" that it pegan to dawn on
us that we were not- p_aranoid about American society, as we
were accused of being. We were naive, idealistic and innocent.
America was m~ch worse than we had imagined, so much_worse in
fact that we were amazed. Hurt turne<l to anger, and since
anger could only produce the futility of the Symbionese Liberation
Army or the George Jackson Brigade, anger _was traded in for
despair. And we gave up the hope that there would be a
revolution and became navel gazers. Or we decided to get ours by
selling out.
The "new negativity" is not based on the gap between idealism
and reality. It is not even the despair of broken dreams and the
knowledge that the poor really will always be with us. The basic
optimism of America never really depended on the achievement of
utopia, and most of us knew that there would always be more work
to do. But we knew we could do better and we were committed to
doing what we could. "Ask not what your country can do for you,
but what you can do for your country." Those were words of
inspiration. The poor and oppressed constituted a call to
responsibility which we could 'not deny without denying our own
identities as Americans. Today's negativity is the wish that the
poor and oppressed would go away and stop bothering us. Instead
of being a reminder of our blessing and material prosperity, the
poor are seen as a threat, . and we react by denying any
responsibility for these neighbors of ours. Fear has replaced hope
and the death-dealers are in the saddle. But we still have a choice
between accepting fear and death as the inevitable condition of life
or living as if there were a chance for life. Fear provides no choice
and no chance. It is a bad bet .

,

Gleason spoke on the current
legislative news including a report
from the Joint Senate and House
of Higher Education Committee
meeting. Evergreen State College
and its enrollment problems were
the main topic. Also discussed was
Central's off-campus program, one
')f the largest in the state.
Central's enrollment figures were
listed at 7 ,423 as compared to last
year's 7,900, a difference of 477.
The primary reason for the drop in
enrollment according to Joe
Blalock, BOD chairman, is in the
off-campus pro_grams due to the
teacher strikes.

4:00 p.m.:
*

····~················~··········
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Ellensburg Telephone Company
If you have not applied for your special billing number,
be sure to do so right away!
; 'vour special billing number can SAVE you money on long
distance calls. Call anywhere within Washington ...
ONLY $1.00 for ·1 0 minutes
7 days a week from 10 p.m. to 8 a.m.
Ellensburg Telephone Company
305N. Ruby
925-1425
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Central, meet Fred Davenport. ..
Fred is our brand new University Store Manager.
And if he's able to give us a warm smile
(pictured above) on his first day on the job then
you know his heart is in the right place. Fred
has said himself that he believes that the
University Store primary responsibility is to
serve the University community (that's you and
me!) by providing the selection of books,
general merchandise and services that we all
want and need at prices that we all can afford.
By that expression you know that his head is in
the right place too.

Fred has a big job.
The University Store
manager and his staff work hard to meet the
goals of selection and pricing that make you
want to come in and shop at the University
Store.
You can be certain that even though he is
smiling he is a little overwhelmed by it all. It's
only natural. Just the same, stop by and say
hello. Shake his hand, welcome him to Central.
After all, he's your manager too!

'·

December

,..

1;
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PLA(::EMENT REGISTRATION

Seniors and Graduate Students
wishing to register for placement
service may pick up a registration
packet at 105 Barge Hall.
FEDERAL CAREERS DAY

Federal Careers Day has been
scheduled for February 1.
Representatives of various government agencies will be available to discuss federal employment opportunities and to provide
specific information on how to
apply. More information will be
1
published. later.
CAREER
INFORMATION LIBRARY .
The Career Information Library is open for your use any time
during office hours (8-12 and
1-5). Persons still seeking should
' check the job listings. The Career
Planning & Placement Center will
be open during the Christmas
Break.
GRADUATING SENIORS
WITH JOBS
If you have accepted a position,
~ please stop by Barge Hall 105 and
provide the Career Planning &
Placement Center with the information.
WAREFAIR EXPANDS
UPSTAIRS

The bi-annual Warefair has
expanded this year to the upstairs
portion of the SUB. The ~ntire
space outside the theatre and
~ ballroom will be utilized by the
Warefair dealers.
The Warefair is scheduled for
December 6, 7, 8 from 9 a.m. to 5
, _ p.m. A wide variety of wares will
be sold including pottery jewelery,
leather work, -and stained glass.

' RHC funds
comic hooks on
' "responsible
drinking''

' theAtResidence
the November 29 meeting of
Hall Council, Deacon Meier, assistant dean of
f Student Development, requested

..,

t

'

f

t

I
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~

•
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RHC funding to print booklets on
"responsible drinking." Students
in Health Education 305 (Alcohol
& Alcoholism) have been drawing
and compiling cartoons for the
booklet; the booklet is to be in
comic book form. RHC allocated
$260 to finance the project.
Wendell Hill, director of Auxilliary Services, presented tentative
room and board rates for on-campus students for the 1979-80
academic year. Increases include
$75 per academic year and $10 per
month for apartments and $65 for
Fall and Winter Quarters and $95
for Spring Quarter for quarterly
contracts. Tentative rates would
not be subject to more than an ·
increase of two percent. Factors
involved in room and board rates
include food, housing, fuel, ·salaries
and maintenance costs.
Final
approval of these rate increases
will be made at the Board of
Trustees meeting Tuesday, December 12, 1978.
RHC then proceeded to discuss
its retreat. The proposal given
would hold the retreat in Komola
Hall on January 27, 1979. Anyone
is invited to attend. Details are
available in the RHC office. The
RHC also approved a request to
fund Jerry Myron's attendance at
a conference where he will assist
John Drinkwater and Deacon
Meier in a · presentation .of /
Central's !iesponsible Freedom .
Policy. The conference is being·
held in Kansas City.
.RHC's next meeting is planned
for January 10, 1979.

SUMMER
EMPLOYMENT EXAM

Any students interested in
summer employment with the
Federal Government should check
with the Career J>lanning &
Placement Center. Information is

available on various job opportunities, tests to be given, and final
dates to apply.
Applications for jobs requiring
written tests must be filed by
January 12.
There are other
summer jobs with later application
filing periods.

PACE EXAM

The Professional and Administrative Career Examination
(PACE) will be offered in
Ellensburg.
Application filing period, January 22 to February 22.

Testing period, March 10 to
April 17.
PACE is required for most
non-technical federal jobs. Applications and additional information
may be obtained -at the Career
Planning & Placement CenterBarge 105.

FOREIGN CAR REPAIRS
AND PARTS

•

VISA'

CATALOG of COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
Over 10,000 listings! All subjects.
Send NOW forth is FREE catalog.

INDEPENDENT AUTO REPAIR
603 North Main

925-5539

.

(offer expires Qec. 31. 1978)

Send to: COLLEGIATE RESEARCH
P_O. 'Box 84396, Los Angeles, CA. 90073

off
ON ALL GENERAL BOOKS!

(does not include textbooks
and previously discounted
books.)

off
ON ALL STATIONERY
CURRENTLY IN STOCKI

off
ON ALL WATCHES
CURRENTLY IN STOCKI

plus
WINDBREAKERS- Select Group, Regular price: $12.95 NOW JUST $7.75
T-SHIRTS- Youth sizes "78" model Regular price:$5.25 NOW JUST$ 4.25
SHARP STEREO RECEIVER.Regular price;$249'.95 NOW JUST $205.95
QUALITY CH.I LDRENS1 BOOKS - Regular Price: $3.50 NOW JUST $1.50 each

'U hristmas
Sale
Dec. II,., 22

,. ·~:

.-·
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Worthley becomes author

Dr. William Worthley, Central
Washington University profesSQr
of speech pathology and audiology,
has written a new language
so'urcebook ·published by Little,
:The first Greenpeace meeting Norway.
Brown and Company.
was held November 30, 1978 in the
Suggestions and ideas from
The "SourcebOOk. of Language
Hitchcock Hall lobby. - General those present included publicizing
Learning
Activities: Instructional
Greenpeace literature and· infor- the establishment of this GreenStrategies and Methods" was
mation was available along with peace group by placing articles in ·
current newsletters. Several the local new~papers and setting released in November, and immepetitions are being circulated up a display in the SUB where diately chosen by the Special
around campus including Initiative Greenpeace literature would be Education Bookclub as a main
selection. "
#61, the Returnable Beverage available.
Container Initiative, a petition
The sourcebook is designed to
supporting the establishment of a
The next Greenpeace meeting is teach verbal language and reading
National Manne Humpback Whale scheduled for January 7, and and writing skills to .students from
Sanctuary, and a petition protest- should include a presentation by pre-school through junior high
ing the slaughter of baby harp Seattle Greenpeace and the development.
seals which is being sent to organization of a whale awareness
Worthley noted that the sourcethe govermnents of Canada and ~ay.
book can be used by clinicians and
special education teachers for
students who are deaf, retarded,
language-delayed, dysphasic, foreign-speaking or autistic.
The sourcebook emphasizes
class activities which the teacher
will lead.
Worthley explained: "There is a
minimum of explanation and
theory. It is a book to be used in
Air only---$229 + $7 taxes & services
the classroom. The exercises for
Air plus Ambassador Hotel {off beach)' each type of learning activity are
spelled simply with lesson plans
Economy--$299 + $7, each in twin
and examples provided."
Standard--$3.2 9 + $7, each in twin
Worthlefs book developed out
of a three-year federal ESEA Title
Inquire: superior, triple, quads
III grant which he directed ip
Northern California.
Co-sponsors: Faculty Club - Alumni .
A total of 700 school children in
Assoc.
the
Modesto School District, being
· Edison 206A
Bill Worthley
963-2801
treated for language and speech
Home
·
Wes Crum
962-2327
articulation deficits, were involved
Jack Henderson
Home
925-9695
in experim.ental and control
Barge 310
Rod Lalley
963-2752
groups during that time .
. 575-1777
Northwest Travei
Yakima
Worthl~y ehose the most effective
learning experiences developLIMITED SPACE--RESERVE NOW
ed from that direct contact
therapy for inclusion in his

G-reenj>eace 01eeting

sourcebook.
It will deal specifically with the
problems encountered in the
production of various speech
sounds.
Educational service districts can
schedule Worthley for workshops .

· demonstrating the sourcebook's
uses, either throughout the state
department of Social and Health
Services or by contacting him
· directly at the Central department
of speech pathology and audiology.

HAWAII .

CHARTER

-·

March · 17 - 24, 1979

*
*

PlnoMkl

wish•• you eood IY<k
on your flnols
·

,

.

Dr. William Worthley

